Dynamics of memory engrams.
In this update article, we focus on "memory engrams", which are traces of long-term memory in the brain, and emphasizes that they are not static but dynamic. We first introduce the major findings in neuroscience and psychology reporting that memory engrams are sometimes diffuse and unstable, indicating that they are dynamically modified processes of consolidation and reconsolidation. Second, we introduce and discuss the concepts of cell assembly and engram cell, the former has been investigated by psychological experiments and behavioral electrophysiology and the latter is defined by recent combination of activity-dependent cell labelling with optogenetics to show causal relationships between cell population activity and behavioral changes. Third, we discuss the similarities and differences between the cell assembly and engram cell concepts to reveal the dynamics of memory engrams. We also discuss the advantages and problems of live-cell imaging, which has recently been developed to visualize multineuronal activities. The last section suggests the experimental strategy and background assumptions for future research of memory engrams. The former encourages recording of cell assemblies from different brain regions during memory consolidation-reconsolidation processes, while the latter emphasizes the multipotentiality of neurons and regions that contribute to dynamics of memory engrams in the working brain.